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ABSTRACT 
An important part of the job of media professionals is to tell            
fact-based stories on a wide variety of topics that are often not            
very familiar to them. Explorative search is, as such, an important           
part of their job, as this allows them to understand and deepen            
their knowledge on a topic. This research investigates whether the          
explorative search practices of media professionals can be        
supported by online tools - specifically, DIVE+ is being adopted          
as a use case. Event-based exploration, the construction of         
narratives, and serendipitous discovery are central aspects of        
DIVE+, and we want to see if these aspects are suitable to media             
professionals. Multiple user studies were conducted which       
provided us with data about media professionals’ exploration        
practices and experiences with DIVE+. These user studies        
revealed that the search requirements that media professionals        
have are not optimally  supported  by DIVE+.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
DIVE+ has taken on the challenge to improve access to and           
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understanding of cultural heritage. This is facilitated by DIVE+         
through a web interface that allows users to interact with events           
and narratives. This research aimed to find out if this search           
browser is suitable for the user group of media professionals. By           
investigating their research needs and search practices, we can         
determine if exploratory search and DIVE+ could be useful to          
them. A diverse set of user testing methods was utilized to           
investigate this, and we translated the search requirements of         
media professionals into concrete recommendations for the       
interface  of  DIVE+, so that the tool can  be further  improved.  
 
1.1 Research  problem 
In the last 3 to 4 years, DIVE+ has undergone a number of             
transformations of both the interface and back-end data support, in          
order to provide the most optimal support for the users.          
Recommendations from the numerous user studies provided the        
input for this. These user studies mainly involved humanities         
scholars, as this group works a lot with historical material and           
archival collections. As such, search tools that support them in          
this are very useful to them, and they will remain an important            
focus of the DIVE+ research community. However, the current         
research  focuses  on a new  user  group: media professionals.  
 
While previous research has demonstrated that events and        
narratives within the DIVE+ browser indeed help scholars to         
better contextualize and interpret the collection, more research on         
the relationship between narratives and the interpretation process        
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is needed (Kruijt, 2016). Also, as Collijn (2016) argues, more user           
studies are needed to test the DIVE+ interface so that it can be             
improved. A potentially relevant user group that could be part of           
the DIVE+ user studies are media professionals, since they share a           
lot of the exploration practices of humanities scholars. Just as          
humanities scholars, sense-making and contextualization are      
central in the work practices of media professionals. Investigating         
the digital exploration practices of media professionals and        
determining if, and how, events, narratives and serendipity are         
useful to them thus perfectly fits as a DIVE+ research project and            
helps us to determine what aspects and features of a search tool            
media professionals value when they conduct exploratory       
searches.  

2. METHODS 
A range of methods was used to achieve the research goals.           
Specifically,  the following  data collection  methods  were adopted: 

● Usability testing of DIVE+ by means of simulated work         
tasks, in  which  think-aloud  protocols  were followed  

● Self-administrable  questionnaires 
● Focus  group  
● Poster session 
● Log  analysis 

 
The methods were used in different compositions and in different          
settings in the period from May to July 2017. Four user studies            
were conducted, with four different user groups: humanities        
scholars, media professionals, (digital) humanities students and       
computer science students. This unique combination of user tests         
allowed us to retrieve in-depth insights on the exploratory search          
practices of media professionals and their use of DIVE+, while it           
also gave us the possibility to determine how this group compares           
with students and humanities scholars. The focus on the current          
research however is on media professionals; consult Cheng (2017)         
for  more detailed  results  concerning  the scholars. 

3. FINDINGS 
The findings can be summarized in two categories: (1) Search          
requirements of media professionals are influenced by       
work-related constraints and (2) the DIVE+ user experience is not          
optimal due to  a lack  of  transparency  and  limited  user  control. 
 
3.1 Work-related  constraints 
Media professionals argued that their search process is influenced         
to a large extent by, most prominently, the following constraints:          
time, budget, and target audience of a program. When making          
a program, there is a limited amount of time as there often is a              
deadline, although this also depends on the type of program.          
Elaborate (exploratory) searches are thus not always possible.        
Also, the type of material sought depends on the target audience           
of the program. If a program has a younger audience, material that            
is recognizable is suitable, while programs that have an older          
target audience rather need material that is new and original. So           



there is a clear difference between the material sought when the           
target audience is different. Moreover, to do their jobs efficiently,          
media professionals are in need of transparency during search -          
they need to know where sources come from and they need to be             
able to  verify  it.  
 
3.2 Limited  DIVE+ user experience 
The DIVE+ user experience was not considered optimal. One of          
the most prominent issues in DIVE+ that was the cause of this,            
identified by the media professionals, was a lack of transparency          
at different levels in the tool, mainly related to how events are            
represented in DIVE+ and how they are presented to the user.           
This is where the problem lies: DIVE+ did not offer enough clues            
to the media professionals that allowed them to ‘check’ the          
information. It was not evident where the information was coming          
from and why it was presented to them. Particularly, participants          
needed  more transparency  on the following  aspects: 

● How  are relationships  between  entities  generated 
● What is  the rationale  behind  the labels  given  to  entities  
● Metadata and information that describes individual      

entities 

Another limitation of DIVE+ mentioned by the media        
professionals was the limited amount of control they could         
exercise to tailor the search tool to their specific needs. Filtering           
options were missed and more control was requested concerning         
the exploration path. Most prominently, the fact that they could          
not filter on the type of media and the collection was considered            
as a drawback. These filtering requirements also closely reflect         
the work-related constraints of media professionals discussed       
previously. Particularly, the type of program (e.g. Youth news or          
Evening News) affects the type of material that is sought for, and            
media professionals wanted to have more options in DIVE+ to          
tailor  to  these needs,  even  in  this  initial  stage of  search. 

3.3 Events, narratives  and  serendipity 
The previously described findings relate to the events, narratives,         
and serendipity in DIVE+ in the following ways. First of all, how            
events and their interrelations are presented to the users is not           
clear, due to the transparency issues. This has negative         
consequences for the usefulness of narratives and events. Second,         
media professionals were most critical of all studies groups         
concerning the suggested narratives. Still, the potential of the         
exploration path and narratives is noted, for example for sharing          
stories and the search path with colleagues. Last, the relevance of           
search results is difficult to assess (due to the aforementioned          
problems),  which  limits  the potential  for  serendipitous  findings.  

4. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The previous discussion shows that DIVE+ currently is limited in          
its ability to facilitate understanding and interpretation of archival         
collections to its users. Regarding the media professionals, the         
requirements that they have for searching are not fully supported          
by the different features in DIVE+. Their requirements for an          
exploratory  search  tool can  be summarized  as  follows:  

● It should be time-efficient  to  use 
● There should be enough information available that       

describes  collections  and  objects 
● The information  should be transparent and  verifiable  
● There should be options to tailor the search to the          

specific (needs  of  the)  media professional.  
 
Some of these demands can easily be solved by implementing          
small changes in the user interface of DIVE+. Other demands,          
such as that it should be time-efficient to use, are more difficult,            
or even undesirable, to meet. After all, the aim of DIVE+ is not to              

provide quick solutions to information problems, but rather to         
support users in their exploration of cultural heritage collections.         
In adapting the search browser to new user groups, developers          
should keep this in mind. Still, we think that a lot of the issues              
can, and should, be solved so that DIVE+ is better able to fulfill             
its  potential. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In investigating the search practices of media professionals, we         
found a set of requirements, relating to their work practices, that           
they have for searching: a tool should be time-efficient, there          
should be enough information available in the tool and this should           
be transparent, and there should be enough options to tailor the           
search. These requirements could not be fulfilled by the         
exploratory search browser DIVE+. Particularly, the way in which         
events and event entities were presented provide users with too          
little means to understand and grasp why it was presented to them            
in this way. This results in a lack of trust and a skeptic attitude,              
which is problematic as it has negative consequences for the          
usefulness of the constructed narratives and the serendipitous        
findings. All in all, this let us conclude that currently, narratives,           
events and serendipity in DIVE+ do not optimally support the          
exploratory  search  needs  of  media professionals. 

Right now, the main challenge that lies ahead for the DIVE+           
research community is to increase the transparency of the tool, so           
that users are better able to understand what is presented to them,            
and why it is presented to them. Recommendations proposed in          
this research should be implemented and tested with users. This          
allows DIVE+ to better support users in their explorations through          
cultural heritage.  
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